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The right of claim of possession restoration relationship involves the 
restoration claimant’s right of ownership returning, and at the same time 
advocated the return of related costs, earnings, damage liability. As a special 
rule in property law, the purpose is to achieve the balance the interests between 
the possessor and the reply claimant. In addition, the right of claim occurred by 
this rule and the right of claim of the illegal profit, negotiorum gestio, tort 
action in the creditor law will concur. However, because of the different 
legislative intent and cultural background, this paper will analyze how to clarify 
the various types of these rules and the scope superficially. This paper attempts 
to departure from the existing legislative rules in Germany, Japan, Switzerland 
and China's Taiwan region, compares, analyzes and sums up these country’s 
legislative features of this rule, in order to improve the system of the right of 
claim of possession restoration relationship in China’s Property Law. 
The first chapter is an introduction of the concept of the right of claim of 
possession restoration relationship and introduces the legislation of the 
countries in the system investigated. The related costs, earnings, damage 
liability occurred by this system are ruled in the law of many countries, this 
paper will also analyze the related system in China’s Property Law.  
The second chapter analyzes the judicial application of the right of claim 
of possession restoration relationship. Obviously, the right of claim occurred by 
the system above and the right of claim of the illegal profit, negotiorum gestio, 
tort action in the creditor law will concur, and there are four different doctrine 
views in the academia. Besides, this paper also analyzes the difference among 
the right of claim occurred by that system above and the related rights of claim. 
The third chapter puts forward some concrete advices on the system of the 













country has some disadvantage in the respect of learning the system of German 
law, so this paper hopes to put forward some concrete advices. 
The legislative content, legislative system and the scope of application is 
always considered as the research center of the article. Analyzing the system in 
detail, then reflecting on the status quo of China's legislation, and this paper 
hopes to have some theoretical and practical value to judiciary. 
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第二节  我国物权法占有回复关系请求权制度及评析 
我国《物权法》以法典的形式对占有制度进行了规定，但仅在第十九
章，法条仅五条对占有的适用作出相应规范。至于占有回复关系请求权的
                                                 
① 王泽鉴.民法物权（2）[M].北京:中国政法大学出版社,2003.354. 
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